120 pcs Crisscross Cubes 4 mm Alabaster Pastel Lt.Green
240 pcs O bead ® 2 x 4 mm Alabaster Pastel Aqua
120 pcs 5328 Swarovski bicone 4 mm color Peridot
120 pcs Pinch beads 5 x 3 mm Alabaster Pastel Aqua
2x crimp bead covers silver or silver plated
2x jump rings 0,8 mm silver or silver plated
2m of atlas ribbon in aqua colour
Nylon 0,18-0,2 mm
Beading needle

CrissCross Cubes

O BEAD ®

CrissCross Cubes
THIS IS THE NEW HOLE GENERATION! A
new stunning idea of Patty McCourt, 4mm
Cube with crisscross holes!

O BEAD ®
Another great idea from Sabine Lippert, a
flattened donut shape bead, a mini ring of
approx 1x3,8 mm size with approx 1.3 mm
hole. Packed by 50 grams, each pack has
approx 1,700 pcs.

all beads cz

Necklace lenght: 30 cm spiral (plus atlas ribbon)

Petra Koubová

CrissCross Spiral necklace
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Thread the needle but don‘t cut the thread. Pick up criss cross bead, o-bead, pinch
bead and o-bead. Repeat this until you use all your beads. The last bead must be
criss cross bead. Fix the beginning of the thread with bead stopper leaving approx.
15 cm of the thread (pic 1). Leave approx. 1m on the other end of the thread and
cut it, you’ll need some more during the process.
Thread the needle but don’t cut the thread (as on the previous strand). Go through
the second hole of the first criss cross bead. Pick up Swarovski bicone a go through
the second hole of every fourth criss cross bead until the end of your work (pic 2).
The last bead should be bicone. Fix the beginning of the thread with bead stopper
leaving approx. 15 cm of the thread. Tighten the strung beads so there are no gaps
between them, but not firmly. Cut the thread, leave 15 cm and fix this end with
stop bead.
Thread the needle but don’t cut the thread (as on the previous strand). Pick up
bicone and go through the second hole of the second criss cross bead. Pick up
bicone and go through the second hole of every fourth criss cross bead until the
end of your work (pic 3). Make sure that criss cross beads are facing the right way
and so you create the look-a-like DNA shape spiral. The last bead should be bicone.
Fix the beginning of the thread with bead stopper leaving approx. 15 cm of the
thread. Tighten the strung beads so there are no gaps between them, but not
firmly. Cut the thread, leave 15 cm and fix this end with stop bead.
Thread the needle but don’t cut the thread (as on the previous strand). Pick up
bicone and go through the second hole of the third criss cross bead. Pick up bicone
and go through the second hole of every fourth criss cross bead until the end of
your work (pic 3). Tighten up and fix this strand on both sides as on the previous
strand.
Remove all beadstoppers (or stop beads) from one side of the necklace. Using
clam shell, crimp beads and jump ring finish this side.
Split the ribbon into two halves. Attach one end of the ribbon to the jump ring.
Do the same on the other side of the necklace.
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